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Abstract. DTV services are getting widespread use, requiring service providers to have
eﬀective methods for remotely conﬁguring and managing DTV set-top boxes (STBs).
Solutions for such remote management are becoming standards-based. In this paper,
we ﬁrst propose a secure frequency billing service in DTV broadcasting. The billing
system can provide users a more convenient way for payment. For charging in traditional
television, many billings are half-yearly done. However, in the proposed protocol, users
can watch TV in their free time and take single billing method. As a result, users can
choose the most suitable billing methods according to their requirements. Moreover, the
proposed protocol is more eﬃcient than other previously proposed protocols by eliminating
exponentiation operations which are time-consuming computations. Finally, our protocol
not only provides better way for DTV charging but also prevents two common serious
problems in DTV broadcasting such as smart card cloning and replay attacks.
Keywords: Digital television (DTV) broadcasting, frequency billing service, set-top
box (STB), replay attack, smart card cloning

1. Introduction. Billing system operators are now interacting with their viewers on
many levels, oﬀering them a greater program choice than ever before. Additionally, the
deployment of a security system or conditional access (CA), as it is commonly called. Network operators have begun deploying DTV services — television and content-on-demand
services delivered over managed broadband networks — to the home over the past few
years. As DTV services mature and become more widely deployed [6, 12, 13, 18, 19,
28], service providers must have an eﬃcient way to remotely conﬁgure and manage DTV
set-top boxes (STBs), which terminate the DTV service in the user’s home, render the
content for display on the TV set, and allow user interaction via a remote control. DTV
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is a convergence service of broadcasting and telecommunication that delivers multimedia
contents over the Internet. Recently, DTV services are being extended to mobile terminals. Mobile DTV enables to provide multimedia contents to subscribers anywhere,
anytime, and even in motion through wire and wireless networks [2, 22]. Mobile DTV
services are undergoing security problems such as illegal access by unauthorized users
[21], session key intercepting, illegal content distribution, etc. Therefore, mobile DTV
services require basic security functions like user authentication, secure key exchange [4],
and contents protection.
Since most DTV broadcasting is unidirectional and there is no online authentication
between the head-end and the subscriber. Thus, it may damage the beneﬁts of DTV
broadcasting system and it is important to provide mutual authentication between STB
and smart card. Moreover, for security threats in DTV broadcasting, smart card cloning
is a serious problem that a legal user’s smart card is massively copied and this attack
makes numerous illegal cards with the same ID number. Therefore, the illegal copies can
be used in any STB for the purpose of unauthorized usage. Smart cards are secure and
compact data carriers which have memory to store programs and multiple cryptographic
keys. It restricts data access and ensures data integrity. Moreover, smart cards can
be used to prove the digital identity of its cardholder by using cryptographic keys and
algorithms stored in the card-protected memory. Due to popular use of smart cards,
International Standards Organizations (ISO) had set up international standards for smart
card applications [14, 15, 24, 31].
In this paper, we propose a frequency billing service in DTV system and it has many
advantages than traditional DTV system such as performance eﬃciency and more types
of billing methods. If a user seldom watched television programs, it is unsuitable for
him/her to use the traditional way for charging. To satisfy the variety of charging situations, we propose a frequency billing protocol that the fees will be charged according to
user’s watching time. On the other hands, the proposed protocol only uses exclusive-or
operations between smart card and STB. Thus, it is more eﬃcient than other previous
protocols such as Jiang et al.’s protocol [9] and Hou et al.’s protocol [7]. As shown in Figure 1, Subscriber Management System (SMS) provides billing system for users. Firstly,
head end receives the satellite images via the encoder into digital images and sent satellite
content to SMS. Then SMS will transfer a digital signal to the set-top box (STB) and
users can watch the ordered channel via the STB.
The organizations of this paper are divided into four sections. We introduce related
applications and existing works for DTV broadcasting in Section 1 and Section 2, respectively. In Section 3, we propose a secure billing protocol in DTV broadcasting systems.
We analyze security and performance of the proposed protocol with other related protocols
in Section 4. Our conclusions are presented in Section 5.
2. Related works. In this section, we introduce the background knowledge of conditional access system [2, 3, 8, 11, 17, 20, 27] and discuss related works in DTV broadcasting
protocols. Figure 2 shows the structure of conditional access system.
In Figure 2, conditional access system included terrestrial broadcasting, transnational
satellite and content providers to provide video, audio content, format, encoding and
multiplexing transmission. First, the user selects a set of virtual strings for the control
word (CWs). Then, virtual strings were be used to lock video programs and pseudorandom number generator was used to decode digital video and control word with an
authorization key (AK). Note that the pseudo random sequence number is generated by
a pseudo random sequence generator (PRG) for scrambling and descrambling the video
programs. The entitlement control message (ECM) will be encrypted by using control
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Figure 1. The proposed DTV structure

Figure 2. Conditional Access System [17]
word and ECM will be transferred to the corresponding channel. For the entitlement
management message (EMM), AK used master private key (MPK) for encryption and a
new transport stream (TS) multiplexed the scrambled program, entitlement management
message and entitlement control message. The user’s data management unit of the TV
on the internet is liable by the subscriber management system (SMS). SMS not only encounters the charging issue or update the smart card for subscribers but also maintains
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each subscriber’s private key and account information that contained MPK. When SMS
transmits the data to the subscriber, he/she can use his/her smart card and set-top box
(STB) to complete mutual authentication. On the other hands, in case of the user wants
to watch subscription channels, he/she sends request messages to STB and STB receives
subscriber’s subscription signals from the channel. At this time, modems will reduce this
signal demanded and restore the signal transferred to smart card for decryption. Finally,
the smart card and set-top boxes will complete the requirements of mutual authentication
and key agreement. After the control words were encrypted, the STB transmitted back to
the user. When the attacker changes the control word to any decoder for decrypting the
program, the system becomes unsafe. Moreover, if it does not provide mutual authentication between the STB and smart card, an attacker may launch replay attacks. Therefore,
provision of mutual authentication between STB and smart card is an important issue for
DTV broadcasting systems.
Diﬃe-Hellman [5] proposed allotment of a public key algorithm which based on discrete
issues in 1976. However, their mechanism does not provide mutual authentication steps.
Thus their mechanisms cannot detect man-in-the-middle attack and replay attack [1, 16,
26, 30]. In 2001, Wong et al. [29] proposed a key consultative mechanism with mutual
authentication. Unfortunately, in 2003, Shim [23] found that their mechanism cannot
resist key share attack. In 2004, Jiang et al. [9] proposed a key exchange protocol based
on digital signatures and one-way function. The advantages of their proposed mechanism
include dynamic symmetric key, mutual authentication and provision of better security.
Moreover, their mechanism can change the password and prevent smart card cloning
and replay attack problems. However, the traﬃc transmission between the STB and
the smart card is not eﬃcient. In 2007, Hou et al. [7] proposed an eﬃcient and secure
mutual authentication mechanism based on RSA in DTV broadcasting. In 2011, Lee et
al. propose a new key exchange protocol with anonymity between STB and smart card in
IPTV broadcasting systems [17]. However, it still requires time-consuming computations
for securing data on the smart card. For charging in traditional television, many billings
are half-yearly done. In this paper, we ﬁrst propose a frequency billing service that
Table 1. Notations used in the proposed protocol
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users can choose the most suitable billing methods according to their requirements. As
we have seen above, a number of user authentication protocols have been proposed in
order to authenticate user legitimacy for DTV systems. However, they do not provide
frequency billing services to the users and the proposed protocol provides better way for
DTV charging and more eﬃcient performance.
3. The proposed protocol. In this section, we propose a frequency billing service in
DTV system and the proposed protocol is mainly composed of four phases, registration
phase, login and authentication phase, key agreement phase, and CW transmission phase.
For convenience of description, notations used in this paper are deﬁned in Table 1.
3.1. Registration phase. When the frequency billing service starts, the user and SM S
need to perform the following steps:
Step 1: The user selects a password P Wi and a random number α, computes RP W =
h(α||P Wi ) and sends RP W , IDi , Ci to SM S for registration.
Step 2: When SM S receives the messages from the user, SM S computes IDT , β and
γ as follow:
IDT = (IDi ||Ci ||no#)
β = h (xs||IDT )
γ = β ⊕ RP W
Where xs is the secret information generated by the SM S for ST B and Ci is the
number issued by SM S. Ci will store in SM S and user’s smart card and it means
the number of times that the user wants to watch TV.
Step 3: SM S stores γ, Auth and α into user’s smart card and issues it to him/her
via a secure channel, where Auth is the shared value between user, ST B and SM S.
Finally, the user stores α into smart card.
We show the ﬂowchart of registration phase in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Registration phase
3.2. Login and authentication phase. When the user wants to use the DTV system,
the user needs to complete mutual authentication with ST B and he/she performs the
following steps:
Step 1: The user uses the smart card and inputs the identity IDi and password P Wi .
Then smart card computes RP W = (h(α||P Wi ), β = γ ⊕ RP W and π = h(T u||β),
where α is retrieved from smart card and Tu is user’s current timestamp. In addition,
the smart card chooses a random number ω, computes AIDi = IDi ⊕h(Auth ||T u|| ω)
and sends AIDi , T u, ω and π to ST B, where Auth is retrieved from smart card.
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Step 2: When ST B receives the message, it computes IDi = AIDi ⊕ h(Auth ||T u|| ω)
and checks the validity of Ci , no and IDi . If they are valid, ST B computes IDT =
(IDi ||Ci ||no#) and β = (xs||IDT ) and checks whether h(T u||β) = π. If it holds,
ST B computes ε = h(π ⊕ β ⊕ T s) and sends ε and T s to the user, where T s is
ST B’s current timestamp.
Step 3: When the user receives the messages from ST B, it computes ε′ = h(π⊕β⊕T s)
and checks whether ε′ = ε. If it holds, ST B is authenticated by the user and the
user computes the share key K = h(ε ⊕ β ⊕ T u ⊕ T s) and sends K to ST B.
Step 4: When ST B receives the K from user, it computes K ′ = h(ε ⊕ β ⊕ T u ⊕ T s)
and checks whether K ′ = K. If it holds, the user is authenticated by ST B and the
mutual authentication between user and ST B is complete. Finally, ST B replaces
IDT with IDT ′ = (IDi ||Ci − 1||no#) and updates smart card and SM S table.
We show the ﬂowchart of login and authentication phase in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Login and authentication phase of the proposed protocol
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3.3. Key agreement phase. After the mutual authentication procedure, the user and
the ST B compute SK = h(ε ⊕ β ⊕ T u ⊕ T s ⊕ Auth) which is taken as their session key
SK. Note that SK will be used in CW transmission phase.
3.4. CW transmission phase. After decrypting the CW by conditional access system,
user uses SK to compute CWe = ESK (CW ) and sends CWe to ST B, where ESK (CW )
is encryption of data CW using symmetric key SK. Then, ST B uses the common session
key SK to reveal CW by computing CW = DSK (CWe ) , where DSK (CWe ) is decryption
of data CWe using symmetric key SK. Finally, the user can use CW to watch the
subscribe programs.
4. Analysis and comparison in performance and security. In this section, we ﬁrst
analyze the security features of our proposed protocol. Then we evaluate the performance
of the proposed protocol with other previous DTB broadcasting protocols.
4.1. Security analysis. As mentioned in previous works, the following security features
are critical for DTB broadcasting systems and we compare the proposed protocol with
Hou et al. [7], Jiang et al. [9], Jun et al. [10], Yoon and Yoo [32] and Yoon et al. [33].
The security comparisons of the proposed protocol with other previously related protocols
are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Security comparisons among the related protocols for DTV
broadcasting systems
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4.1.1. Resistance of replay attack. The timestamps T u and T s are employed in our
protocol to avoid the replay attacks. We assume that an attacker may retransmit the
intercepted messages {AIDi , T u, ω, π} and {ε, T s} in Step 1 and Step 2 of login and
authentication phase, respectively. However, the user and STB can easily detect this
attack by checking timestamps T u and T s.
4.1.2. Resistance of stolen-verifier attack. Because SM S does not need to maintain
a password table in server side and the user secures his/her password P W and smart
card. Therefore, the proposed protocol can resist stolen-veriﬁer attacks and provides high
scalability for the user addition such that it is very practical for the applications with
large number of users.
4.1.3. Provision of user anonymity and untraceability. In the proposed protocol,
the user did not transmit his/her true IDi over a public channel and the user generated
AIDi instead of IDi , where AIDi includes IDi as IDi ⊕h(Auth ||T u|| ω) . So, an attacker
has no way of guessing IDi without Auth and the proposed protocol can provide user
anonymity and untraceability.
4.1.4. Resistance of smart card cloning. When a user’s smart card is lost or stolen
by an attacker, the attacker may massively duplicate the smart card and the secret information stored in the smart card may be extracted by the attacker. Since the attacker is
unable to derive user’s IDi and P Wi from the smart card due to the protection of one-way
hash function and the attacker does not have knowledge of ST B’s secret key xs. As a
result, the proposed protocol can resist smart cloning and stolen smart card attacks.
4.1.5. Provision of frequency billing service. In the proposed protocol, the count of
billing number Ci is store in user’s smart card and SM S and the user needs to pass the
authentication phase with ST B. Moreover, after veriﬁcation, ST B updates old Ci with
new Ci ′ and SM S records user’s payment state in server side. Thus, the proposed billing
service is suitable for DTV broadcasting systems.
4.2. Performance analysis. Performance cost comparisons between the proposed protocol and other ﬁve related protocols in [7, 9, 10, 32, 33] are given in Table 3. Refer to
Table 3, the registration phase of our proposed protocol uses two one-way hash function
computations, one exclusive-OR computation and one random number. In the login phase,
the proposed protocol uses three one-way hash function computations, two exclusive-OR
computations, one random number and one timestamp. In the authentication and key
agreement phase, the proposed protocol uses seven one-way hash function computations,
eleven exclusive-OR computations and one timestamp. For instance, as introduced in [25],
one symmetric encryption/decryption is at least 100 times faster than one asymmetric
encryption/decryption and one hashing operation is at least 10 times faster than a symmetric encryption/decryption in software implementation. In addition, one exponential
operation is approximately equal to 60 symmetric encryptions/decryptions and it requires
0.0003s (second) to perform one one-way hashing operation, 0.0054s to perform one symmetric encryption/decryption and 0.036 to perform one point multiplication operation.
In general, the computational costs of exclusive-OR operation, timestamp and random
number generations are ignored because these kinds of operations have much lighter costs
than one-way hash computations.
Refer to Table 4, 640T (h) are required for Hou et al.’s protocol,2429T (h) are required
for Jiang et al.’s protocol, 3028T (h) are required for Yoon et al.’s protocol, 1847T (h) are
required for Jun et al.’s protocol, 509T (h) are required for Yoon et al.’s protocol and
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Table 3. Performance comparisons among the related protocols for DTV
broadcasting systems

32T (h) are required for our proposed protocol. Obviously, in the proposed protocol, the
total computational time of our protocol is lower than most of comparison protocols.
On the other hands, we present our evaluation results in this paper. DTV broadcasting
protocols proposed in the literatures can be categorized into those based on RSA and
ECC. We compare the proposed DTV protocol with the best protocols in each category.
All protocols were done on four-core 3.0-GHz machine with 16-GB memory and the results were averaged over 500 randomized simulation runs. Experimental evaluations were
implemented on our simulator written in MATLAB. Detailed results of computation costs
are presented in Figure 5.
In Figure 5, the total computational time required by our protocol is 0.00976 second.
And the total computational time required by Hou et al.’s [7], Jiang et al.’s [9], Jun et al.’s
[10], Yoon et al.’s [32], and Yoon et al.’s [33] protocol respectively are 0.19217, 0.72976,
0.55421, 0.90851, and 0.18225 second. Therefore, it is obvious that our protocol is more
eﬃcient than other protocols.
5. Conclusions. User charging is one of the important issues in DTV broadcasting system that needs to be adequately addressed. In this paper, we propose a frequency billing
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Figure 5. Performance evaluations
Table 4. Comparisons of total computation time among the related protocols for DTV broadcasting systems
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protocol in DTV broadcasting system. We analyze the proposed protocol with other related protocols in terms of security and performance. In brief, compared with the other
related protocols, while providing relatively more security features, our proposed protocol
not only provides much better security features but also achieves much higher performance eﬃciency. As a result, the proposed protocol is well suited for DTV broadcasting
systems with low-power computing devices. Recently, cloud computing is an important
research issue. In future, our scheme also can be applied in cloud computing. Besides, we
also can combine our scheme with vehicle ad hoc networks (VANET).
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